
FINDING LOVE Hélène Williams 

At the age of 45 my heart literally broke. A boyfriend finished a relationship unexpectedly and a few days 

later I suffered a heart attack. My understanding as an Arts Psychotherapist is that there is no delineation 

between mind and body, so it did not surprise me that my heart physically mirrored my actual emotions of 

grief and abandonment. Since this time, I have been conscious that love is an important part of survival and 

healthy living, it is also an art which one needs to develop and practise (Fromm 1995, p.4).  At the age of 46  

I entered therapy which led to my training as an Arts Psychotherapist, giving me a greater experiential 

awareness around love. The last few years have brought another dimension into my life - love and the 

sacred, this creative project developed the process further, it took me to, painful as well as joyful places; 

shifts happened resulting in a deeper personal relationship within myself and towards others. This journey 

has taken place in two stages. In the first I allowed myself to let go and follow my intuition through the 

creative acts of painting, poetry and sound making. The second is writing this essay; analysing and 

untangling what has happened during my investigation of the phenomena of love.  

To help comprehend my subjective experience I have turned to the four-fold theoretical framework of 

Hermeneutics. Originally this was used as an approach to religious texts from the Judaic tradition of the 3rd 

century and later taken up by medieval Christianity "in order to interpret the inner meaning represented by 

the literal text of the Bible" ( Cornelius 2003, p.278). At first one reads the words in a literal way, these may 

be written as an allegorical narrative, embedded within the allegory are symbols. By experientially attending 

to these symbols the "unspoken goal of the project", we undergo a tropological turn, we have a revelation 

around whatever it is we are pursuing. This revelation may finally unfold into an anagogic experience where 

we are touched by the Divine (Ibid., p.282-284). This framework has been taken up by modern day scholars 

of mysticism, such as, Dr Angela Voss who uses this approach in a wider sense, not just to interpret the 

written word but also as a way  to understand imagination (Voss 2009, p.12). This unfolding of the world 

was familiar to me as I had been brought up since a child with the teachings of Swedenborg1. I had been 

taught that not only did the bible have a spiritual and a celestial sense, but so did the surrounding world 

around us (Duckworth, 1955, p.20).  

The literal sense underlying this project was investigating love within the relationship between myself and 

my mother. This first relationship was the most influential in my life, it taught me how to, and how not to, 

love. I used the arts and nature as  allegorical containers, which enabled symbolic thinking to emerge. 

However, it was my own participation in this process, as the artist, that caused tropological shifts to occur 

 
1A Swedish theologian, scientist, philosopher and mystic (Duckworth, 1955, p4). 



within my actual love relationship with my mother. Shining through this journey I found an indescribable 

feeling, a contact with the Sacred, the Divine, through the anagogic sense, which not only facilitated a 

spiritual love but also an expansion in the love for my mother, myself and others. 

But how does taking part in an intuitive creative action enable this sublime anagogic experience of love?  

 

To attempt to understand this further, I have analysed the process that was involved through the lens of 

Goethe's2 method of plant perception, Jung's3 practice of active imagination and Ibn’ Arabi's4 teachings 

around the power of the heart.  

 

Categorising the creative process into the hermeneutic senses was difficult, as at times it seemed as if they 

were all activated at the same time often pendulating from one to another and not necessarily in any order.  

I will now attempt to describe this creative process as it occurred. The purple writing in italic is taken from 

my journal entries, written at the time of the investigation. 

 

LETTING GO INTO THE CREATIVE PROCESS 

I used the medical herbalist Maureen Robertson's method of drawing a plant (Robertson 2020). This 

method is inspired by the Goethean approach of "extra-sensorial imagination" (Buhner 2004, p.188).      

Her method recommends: declaring your intention for healing, noticing which plant your heart is drawn 

towards, walking towards it in a silent sacred manner, then drawing whatever emotions or images that 

appear.  

I set my intention, to heal the love in relationship to my mother. Intuitively I felt 

guided towards Clary Sage. I walked towards the plant with my sketch book, pastels 

and a voice recorder, which I lay down next to me. 

An image of an alchemical-like flask appeared in my mind, accompanied by a feeling 

of heaviness in my stomach like a lead stone and a tightness across my chest; I felt 

overwhelmed with sadness as I 'drew' out this image onto paper. 

 

 
2 an esoteric scholar of the science and arts (1749-1832) 
3 founder of analytical psychology (1875-1961) 
4 medieval philosopher/mystic 



Robertson's method of opening up the heart area in order to let an image through, is inspired by Goethe's 

development of an 'exact sensorial imagination'.  The contemporary researcher in Gaian Studies, Stephen 

Bhuner, writes about this Goethean approach in order to study and understand the 'wholeness' of the plant. 

He stipulates how important this first connection with the plant is "The moment of first contact must be 

anchored deeply into your experience (...) the initial intimation or mood of the plant." He also insists that 

this first connection is from the heart rather than the mind, "when the heart is the primary organ of 

perception, imagination is something else (...) it is a highly elegant form of seeing" (Bhuner 2004, p.188-

189).  

Following Robertson's approach, I had felt pulled towards Clary Sage as if an imaginary line had been drawn 

between my heart and the plant. Bhuner uses the Greek word, 'aesthesis', alluding to a connection between 

the heart and phenomena, literally meaning to 'breathe in'. Aesthesis "denotes the moment in which a flow 

of life force, imbued with communications, moves from one living organism to another" (Bhuner 2004, 

p.118). Interestingly as I am writing this essay, the word that arose to describe  this initial relationship with 

Clary Sage, was that she had 'inspired' me to draw an image around the love for my mother. Inspiration is 

also a term linked to breath, it means, "the act of breathing into...the divine influence" (Chambers 1902, 

p.474). Whilst connecting to Clary Sage I felt inspired, as if I was somatically breathing in the Divine, 

breathing in love through the heart region, which triggered images within my imagination. 

I then borrowed Jung's technique of "Active Imagination" to help me unfold the image I had drawn. He 

understood that certain images become alive as we participate with them through expressive mediums such 

as: meditation, painting, writing, dialoguing and bodily movement (Chodrow 1997, p.8). He described this 

process as 'bretrachen', meaning that "one fills it with living power and it becomes pregnant" (Ibid., p.7).  

I had sat with the image in a meditative state until a dialogue ensued between myself and the picture: 

I am your mother, I am the womb, I am holding you the best I can, but there is 

darkness inside me and there is darkness in my background. I have purple from my 

own mother's love, but this is on the edges and it is hard for me to reach, things feel 

very sad.  

I felt my mother was telling me her own story which had repeated itself in our relationship. 

Intuitively I felt to shut my eyes and to focus again on the opening up of my heart 

area towards the plant. Immediately I saw an image of a baby in a mauve cradle, I 

found myself starting to rock from side to side, gradually a tune arose vibrating from 

my throat and heart region. I felt sad, it was if I was keening for the loss of 



something. I remember it was as if my heart was being pulled out, I/my heart was 

yearning towards something or someone. This experience naturally came to an end 

as the rocking slowly ceased, and my voice retreated into a whisper and then silence. 

I paused to soak in what had happened, as if my body was a sponge, now saturated 

needed to be still, to start to feel the earth from under me, to ground me back into 

reality, as I opened my eyes.  

I then thanked the plant as a mark of respect as recommended by the Shamanic 

herbalist Pam Montgomery. (2008, p.85).  

Next to me I had my sketch pad and pastels - I drew this second image and along 

with a recording of my singing, later conjoined into an animation, (Appendix 1). 

 

 

What I have described above was written after the experience, it took some entangling of the events to 

work out what had actually happened. Letting go had taken me to a place of not knowing,  a place of 

timelessness, where thoughts had arisen in a non-sequential order.  

The Jungian analyst Chodrow describes Jung's Active Imagination, in two stages. The first stage produces a 

vacuum in consciousness in order that the unconscious5 may arise (Chodrow 1997, p.10). This vacuum 

however does have an active part, I interacted with the plant and an image arose, as the artist I was integral 

 
5 The 'psyche' Jung saw as having two parts to it, the conscious and unconscious. The conscious mind is the part that is aware of events that 

take place outside in the world and the unconscious is where things unknown are stored, often, that which is incompatible to the conscious. 
(Tacey 2006, p.53-54) 

 



to the process I had "a sense of participation" and it was through this that I experienced that "the subject-

object divide was dissolved" (Ferrer 2008, p.35). I became one with the plant which inspired me to produce 

the symbolic picture. Again, I am using this word 'inspired' as encompassing a 'breathing in' of the divine. 

The contemporary philosopher, Jeremy Naydler calls symbols "the language of the soul", images that are 

symbolic have a "fluidity, a luminescence, an aliveness, which makes them permeable to transcendent 

content" (Naydler, 2009 p.87).  

The flask was the allegory of a mother's womb and as I interacted by rocking, singing 

and dialoguing, I experienced its symbolic form. 

I view the inspired images as being allegorical, they represent the love for my mother which then unfolded 

into symbols as I moved and sang with them. This process is in flux, it moves, is alive and not set-in stone, 

which is why it can be difficult to record. However, I understand that this aliveness of the symbols is only 

apparent whilst I am interacting and participating with them. Jung distinguishes between active and passive 

attitudes, there needs to be a participatory action in order for the symbolic material to be understood 

(Chodrow, 1997 p.6). 

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SYMBOL, LEADING TO A TROPOLOGICAL TURN 

The second stage to this process as seen by Jung, is "coming to terms with the unconscious", assimilating 

the material, understanding the symbol in order to understand the meaning of the "moral demand" 

(Chodrow, 1997 p.4). Through the practise of active imagination Jung believed the unconscious becomes 

conscious, what has been hidden or repressed is revealed and demands us to take moral action. "From the 

activity of the unconscious there now emerges a new content (...) It thus forms the middle ground on which 

the opposites can be united" (Ibid, p.4). Jung termed the process of the unconscious becoming conscious as 

the transcendent function and its goal is to achieve individuation, the unity of the "self" (Ibid, p.5). 

My moral demand was a personal undertaking around the love for my mother, which if I completed would 

result in hermeneutic terms, as a tropological turn. The transpersonal Jungian psychotherapist, James 

Hillman writes about this process as 'uroboric', he describes individuation, happening in endless cycles, as 

we can never completely know ourselves (Hillman 1990, p.60). In the past I had entered into Gestalt therapy 

as a client and had already worked through issues with my mother, things had shifted. This creative project 

had taken me deeper again, I had entered into another uroboric cycle. Gestalt therapy also has an 

explanation around how images can result in a personal transformation. A client's interaction with the 

images they draw enable their "somatic and psychological aspects (to become) part of a larger whole" 

(Kepner 2001, p.39). The embodiment of an image is part of a holistic experience, where the subject and 



object became one, enabling one to go deeper into the process, often culminating with a personal 

transformation.  

The transpersonal psychologist and theorist Jorge Ferrer invented the term, "participatory turn" to describe 

this move that is "beyond objectivism and subjectivism" (Ferrer 2008, p.34). My personal understanding is 

that through this 'participation' we may be touching on another element at work, the Divine. Tom Cheetham 

a scholar of Corbin and Ibn 'Arabi describes God as "Be-ing" (Cheetham 2015, p.18). I believe that this 

describes the intimate relationship I had with Clary Sage using the Goethean approach, I and the plant had 

in some-way become one, we were Be-ing part of the sacred. The arts were like a container that through 

symbols were able to hold messages between Clary Sage, myself and the Divine. 

Now I will describe how the unfolding of the symbol created the opportunity for me to experience a 

tropological turn. 

The initial picture I had drawn and dialogued with I understood as being an 

alchemical flask as well as a womb, both representing places of transformation.  

This is an example of how a symbol can be archetypal. Jung used this term to show that certain symbols are 

universal and contain within them an 'instinct'.  When these symbols arise from our unconscious we are 

then able to work with their tendency, as a part of the transcendental function towards wholeness (Jung 

1995, p.412). Interestingly I had perceived the flask as being one that is used in alchemy, Jung also uses 

alchemy6 to describe this very process I was experiencing, individuation, in his paper the, Mysterium 

Coniunvtionis (1970 cited in Chodrow 1997, p.170). 

 

Dialoguing with the flask/womb symbol did bring about a transformation as it revealed that I was witnessing 

not just my yearning for love, but also my mother's. This revelation that we both shared the same sorrowful 

story brought me closer to feeling a compassionate love for her, part of my tropological journey. 

 

This journey started to feel like a pilgrimage, (Chambers 1902, p.694) a journey to a sacred place, that is 

love. Synchronous events7 took place along the way, personally I felt these were signs of support, that there 

was something 'other involved'. Here the events linked are the heart shape that is a universal symbol of 

love. As I walked out on the beach or in the local woods, without consciously searching, I would notice, a 

heart shaped stone, tree stump or hearts as if they were cut into a cliff. My understanding is that the heart-

 
6 'alchemical operation.....(is the) equivalent of the psychological process of active imagination.' (Mysterium Coniunvtionis para 749) 

 
7 Jung describes a synchronous event as a 'meaningful coincidence of a psychic and a physical state ... which have no causal relationship to one 

another.... (but that is) connected through another principle...the contingency of events. (Jung 1995, p.417) 



shapes were indicating  for me to attend to the archetypal instinct of love as part of my journey towards 

individuation, towards attaining a balance around my personal unconscious and consciousness around love. 

 

         

 

Another synchronous happening that set up the opportunity for the tropological turn to occur in reality, was 

the event that my mother came to stay.  

It had been two years since she had visited me, and whilst I was working on this 

creative project she rang me unexpectedly to ask to come and visit for a week. I 

noticed that my behaviour towards her was different, I had more patience and 

compassion. However, it was when I showed her the animation of my singing with 

then cradled baby drawing, that I felt another internal shift.  I had not given any clue 

to what the animation or my project was about, I just described it as the artwork I 

was working on. As we both sat next to each other watching the film on the 

computer screen I noticed her crying. She asked to see it three consecutive times and 

then said it was one of the saddest things she had ever seen, on each occasion tears 

rolled down her cheeks. Neither of us discussed what this meant, we just sat in 

silence, it felt as if words were unnecessary.  

Had I captured the feelings around her own mother? Had she realised it was about us?  Was it merely 

because it was a soulful animation? Maybe it was a combination of all three as symbols can be multi-layered 

(Jung 1968, p.4). 

More importantly, this shared grief around loss of love helped me to feel closer to 

her, love her more, it helped in the healing process of our relationship. After she left I 

found myself grieving, missing her - a very new emotion for me around my mother; 

showing that my love for her had developed further. 

 This was a change in my usual behaviour, the beginning of my tropological turn.  



The journey continued within a dream8 :  

 It was four days after she had left that I had a dream where, a rose blossom appeared telling me I needed 

to work with her (the rose), in order to get a deeper overall understanding of love. The next day I meditated 

and dialogued with a rose in my garden: in the same way as described earlier in this essay. This is a 

transcribe of my recorded communication with rose:   

 I see you with your centre reaching out - wanting to be loved. I see a petal is broken 

showing me that you can damage easily. The petals are soft and velvety, encasing 

you. Rose I am drawn into your centre, I smell your perfume, I come closer and closer. 

I see how solid you are in this breeze. Take me into your centre. Hold me there. Hold 

me Rose. Hold me. I open myself to your love. 

 I then heard a voice in my head saying, 'you are loved'.  There is no real way to 

describe how I felt, except maybe that I was filled with absolute love, as if love was 

poured like a waterfall over my entire body inside and out. The rose and I had 

become one in a transcendent space, an I-thou situation9.  

 This is what I understand the hermeneutic scholars meant when they talked about an anagogic experience.  

This was followed by an image of a mossy stone which then became clear almost 

transparent with many layers, simultaneously I had the embodied feeling of my heart 

clearing. 

After the rose experience I felt the need to paint it and write a poem to try and capture what had actually 

occurred within this creative project. (Appendix 2 and 3) 

 As in the quote by the writer Audre Lorde, " Poetry is the way we help give name to the nameless so it can 

be thought." (Lorde 1977) This poem felt like a solidifying of my experience, an acknowledgment of my 

journey around love in relationship to my mother. 

Yet another synchronicity happened, interestingly as I was writing this final part of the essay; the phone 

rang, it was an unexpected call from my mother.  

The conversation veered towards how she felt my father had never loved her. I 

reminded her of episodes I had witnessed nearer the end of his life, when he had held 

her hand stroking it, whilst looking into her eyes with tears falling down his cheeks. 

Her words to me were," thank you, that has really helped me as I had forgotten that 

time, I thought he had never really loved me."  

 
8 'The dream is a little hidden door in the innermost and most secret recesses of the psyche . . . in dreams we put on the likeness of that 

universal, truer, more eternal man dwelling in the darkness of primordial night.... the whole is in him.' (Jung 1995, p.414)     

9 The German existential philosopher Buber created the terminology 'I-thou' for a situation where subject and object are one with a 

transpersonal part to it. (Buber 1937, p.6) 



My tropological turn had been about receiving and giving love around my mother. There also seemed to be 

a parallel process that was part of this journey, as I developed my ability to love, my mother was also able to 

share in it. 

So far I have mainly used Jung's method of active imagination to describe my archetypal journey within the 

framework of the four senses hermeneutic. However, I feel that Jung's theories are limiting in some way, my 

intuition is calling for something less cerebral and more heartfelt. I understand that Jung is 'of his era' and to 

be respected it was necessary for him to lean towards a more scientific, than an overt mystical explanation.  

I had followed Goethe's method in order to draw out my emotions with the art and plants, physically I had 

experienced 'Be-ing' as mentioned earlier in this essay. Henry Corbin also writes about Ibn’ Arabi's Sufi term, 

'Be-ing',  he describes it as an experience emanating from the heart region rather than the head. The heart 

is not purely as an "organ of flesh" but is a "psycho-spiritual organ" (Corbin 1998, p.222).   

Sufis since the Middle Ages have experienced the body as having "subtle centres" which they considered to 

be psycho-spiritual, "bodies that mediate between the material and transcendent realms" (Milani 2015, 

p.168). These subtle centres, primarily the heart region is used within Sufism as a way to seek "intimacy and 

union with the divine" (Corbin 1998, p.169). In my meditations with Clary Sage and Rose I had physically 

opened up the heart region, felt love, it was this combined with the medium of imagination and symbol that 

opened up a portal to the divine. Corbin shares this Sufi belief that, love and imagination are the vehicles 

emanating from the heart.  

The heart is a power centre of divine energy called, 'himma'. This term, 'himma' and the process I have been 

trying to describe is limited by translation from Arabic to English, even more so, as it signifies something 

beyond words. Himma expresses this divine heart energy through symbolic language by, ''meditating, 

conceiving, imagining, projecting (and) ardently desiring" (Corbin 1998, p.222). Corbin describes this 

creative imagination10 as residing in an intermediary place that he called the Mundus Imaginalis, the 

imaginal world - a place that "is not located anywhere... because, in relation to what is in sensory space, it is 

everywhere" (Ibid.,p.4). He calls it ,"an intermediate universe where the spiritual takes body and the body 

becomes spiritual" (Ibid., p.4). This place that resides inside and outside us, reminded me of the surrounding 

spiritual world that I had been shown as a child through the teachings of Swedenborg. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Drawn by the investigation of love, I had been led into an intimate connection with plants, I sensed the 

hermeneutic unfolding from allegory to living symbols through the arts, illuminating the literal intention 

around love for my mother. My heart was the portal, opening up these dimensions, showing that it was not 

merely a physical and emotional organ but also 'psycho-spiritual'. I understand that the Sufi practise of 

 
10 Imagination has a more profound meaning than its modern-day usage where it alludes to ‘fantasy’, it is an 'intermediary between the world of 

pure spiritual realities, the world of Mystery, and the visible, sensible world.' (Corbin 1998, p.217) 



seeking union with the divine through the subtle body of the heart is a devoted practise that takes a 

lifetime. I do not presume to have achieved reaching this dimension, however I do believe that my ecstatic 

experience with the Rose was anagogic, I blended within the realms of the divine, I was 'Be-ing'. 

It was by using Robertson's Goethean drawing technique of  'extra-sensorial' perception of the heart that 

activated visualisations, which were deepened by Jung's dialectic active imagination approach. This 

embodied experience led to a hermeneutic tropological turn within my behaviour towards my mother, this 

in turn has enhanced our love relationship. I now feel more compassionate towards her as we had shared a 

parallel journey of feeling 'not loved enough'. Rose became the vehicle through which my imagination 

touched the divine, I had been given the gift of feeling absolute love which enabled me to have an even 

greater affection for my mother. I was able to share this gift by reminding her that she had been loved by 

my father, showing me that love is heightened when there is not only receiving but also an act of giving. 

As Fromm purports, love is something that needs to be worked at and developed. Just as the Sufi mystics 

practise devotional love, this is an ongoing journey. From my heart attack at 45 I learnt that we need to look 

after our hearts through the medium of love, not only for survival, but also so we can be in full contact with 

others, to experience a more complete life with all its dimensions seen and unseen.  

As the philosopher Patrick Harpur writes, "we can only truly love each other when we also love something 

beyond each other" (Harpur 2011, p.122). 
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APPENDIX 1 

Helene Williams vimeo of 'The song of Clary Sage'. 

https://vimeo.com/444835097 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo of Clary sage in  my garden 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX 2 

THE SACRED SACRAL CHAKRA 
The sacred sacral chakra, where emotions can run high. 

Where ego lifts its ugly head to rule in dominion, 
of absolute power or none at all. 
It cannot know that in-between. 

That place where relationship comes first. 
Ego stands alone. 

 
But we were not born as if conjured from thin air, 

an ego without soul. 
We came from the belly of our mother, 

a place of tenderness, togetherness. 
The first relationship that holds, protects and nurtures, 

this individual self. 
Born from this sacred sacral place, 

we connect through our metaphoric umbilical chord. 
But If this chord is weak and in disharmony, our belly fills with red hot rage. 

Emotions turbulate and churn. 
There is no holding, no comfortable womb. 

Instead, a void of blackness, a negative charcoal grey, 
that draws you down 
and down and down 

you feel you have no root 
you feel you have no sense of self 

you feel you have no sense of worth 
There is fear in this space of severed emptiness. 
One cannot know who is friend and who is foe. 

 
So, we must dig down, to the underneath. 

To the bowl of red ancestral blood that lies below. 
Through sanguine roots that safely hold. 

For we are not alone. 
Our feet touch the soil and our head breathes in the sky. 

As a rose of yellow rises, centred in our be-ing. 
Gold conjoins to cardinal earth, 

an infusion fills the air, 
an iridescent, orange glow. 

Instead of isolation - we sense the touch of tender unity. 
Relationship feeds the flower's bloom. 

The rose breathes out, as we breathe in. 
We breathe out, as the rose breaths in. 

As we merge deeper into this amber realm, 
we hear the words; 

'you are loved'. 
To know this dissolves the void, 

as fear transforms to love 
an incandescent passion 

radiates around 
this Sacred Sacral chakra. 



APPENDIX 3 

Painting of the rose 'The Sacred Sacral Chakra' 

 

 

 

 

 


